
Carry it on you
while working.

Collect everything
else you need from

the SHOU cart. 

Then, prepare the carpet
brush machine: grey
brushes are for wool and
blend carpets, blue
brushes for nylon carpets. 

Remove the pin like this and switch
the brushes when needed.
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NB The pump indicates
up till where you need
to fill it, depending
on the airplane size. 

Prepare the
mist-spray pump.

Poor carpet deep
cleaning solution
into the pump.

1 bottle for a
narrow body cabin,
and 2 for a wide
body cabin.

YOUR CHALLENGE!

Become a member of the worldwide club
of SHOU cabin cleaning professionals!

Join us in our mission to achieve longer life for cabin
interiors, within cleaner and healthier cabins! 
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Start with the following preparations

SHOU Solution.

watch instruction video

+31 (0) 318 - 471 823
service@shousolution.com
www.shousolution.com

CABIN CARPET DEEP CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS



As you see;
it's simple,
fun and super
effective!

After cleaning place
all products and tools
back in the SHOU Cart.

Step 6

Moving on to seat covers! Use SHOU
leather wipes to clean and refresh
leather seat covers. 

Spray stains  and dabb with the
cloth, in a rotating manner. 

Step 2
Rub over the stain with the spotting tool.

It will come out miracuously through the small
holes, together with the emerged foam.

There is even more you can do to preserve the carpet
on a daily basis. Spray stains anytime you see them.

After spraying, brush the carpet
using the SHOU brush machine,
to stimulate the effect.

Mist-spray the carpet,
walking backwards.
Light spraying is
sufficient here.  

Spray the most
conspicuous stains
with SHOU carpet
stain remover.

Start with vacuming the
carpet with the powerful
vacuum cleaner. 
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Additional daily steps

Seat covers

Step 4

Step 5

To clean
textile seat
covers, use
SHOU seat
cover stain
remover.

Start with vacuming the
carpet with the powerful
vacuum cleaner. 

Step 2
Step 1
Bring the prepared
pump, the brush
machine and the
vacuum cleaner
into the cabin. 

Start your cabin carpet deep cleaning

The carpet deep cleaning session is now done!


